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Youth Wing – An Overview

Message from Chairman

GBF

is an institute and team of selfless volunteers to enhance the
glory and charm of our ancestors and our community. All our
illustrious ancestors from Jaislmer days onwards have strived to
ensure the total spiritual and economical well being of every member
of the community in tune with the then prevailing political,
geographical and economical situation. Thus GBF is one more step
towards the same goal in line to meet with the challenges of the 21st
century.
Late Shri Vallabhdas Karsondas Natha had a conception to
perceive no Bhatia is living below poverty line & the community
builds and weaves a bond for mutual benefit (Panjo Bhatiyo). This
process had been thought over, discussed, planned and proposed
from time to time by various groups of our community but it finally
evolved in 2008.
From working for educating the next generation, to guiding the
growing generation, to supporting the grown and dependant
generation, each project focuses on improvement part by part. In a
prolific attempt to give shape to the vision various project have
already made their way to success. July 2010 the Foundation began its
functioning. Till July 2011 we have a successful accomplishment of
six events :
1. Meeting of eminent personalities of Bhatia Community was held at
Indian Merchants Chambers, Mumbai-July 31, 2010
2 . National Meet of Bhatia Organisations was organized-Jan 23, 2011
3. Parichay Milan for 384 Bhatia Boys & Girls organised- March 23,
2011
4 . Bhatia Food Festival (18 item cuisine) organised on March 23, 2011,
800 food lovers enjoyed it
5. An Interactive session with Dr. Mukul Asher (National University
of Singapore) on Importance of Education and Livelihood
Opportunities organized –June 4, 2011
6 . Aptitude Test and Career Counseling Project organised on July 17
& 24,2011 at 2 locations (HPT School-Churchgate & KES CollegeKandivali) for Bhatia students (Std-IX toXII).
And many more to come:
Bhatia Community Think Tank, Home for the Aged Bhatias,
Assist and Advise on management of properties owned by Bhatias.,
Business & Industry cell for fresh Bhatias, Career Guidance cell for
Bhatia students, Population Survey of Bhatias, Bhatia Youth Wing,
Employment Guidance Cell for Bhatias, Education of all Bhatia
students, Economic Empowerment of Bhatias, Medical care for
Bhatias, Bhatia Widows cell, Bhatia Housing complex, National
Meeting of all Bhatia Organizations, Overseas Bhatia link, Global
Bhatia meet, etc have been short listed. Still, a vacuum exist for some
projects, but efforts are afoot to fulfill the dreams as well as achieve
the vision and the mission of Global Bhatia Foundation. Journey has
just begun, destination is not so far.

We intend to bring out this Newsletter with your
suggestions and contributions on a Quarterly basis.
However, the frequency may vary based on GBF
Managment review from time to time. Until then,

Jai Shri Krishna.
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Global Bhatia Foundation formation has
given our entire Bhatia Community a
valuable opportunity to look at our past glory,
to enthuse us to rework with unity to achieve
what our ancestors strived hard. They not
only created a platfor m for Bhatia
community but also, with their philanthropic
philosophy, for assisting other communities
and carved their image praiseworthy for our
Bhatia community. Our ancestors observing
principles of our religion achieved
magnificently leaving a rich heritage for us.
It is now up to us, mostly on our young
generation to get inspiration and prepare our
community to bring back past glory with
sincerity and hard work.
Time has changed with modernization.
Today, there are ample opportunities, which
the early days did not have. It is our duty to
mould ourselves to fit in with the change in
time, where Education and Health are most
important.
My appeal to young generation is to take up
education more seriously, keeping physically
and mentally fit, selecting the course of
higher education proficiently to build their
future to bring prosperity to the family and
community.
Global Bhatia Foundation can play an
important role in this direction setting panel
of intelligent professionals to give guidance
to youngsters.
I wish to see our youngsters to create their
impression as an important segment of
society to serve our community.
With regard,
Vithaldas G. Udeshi.

Editor's Desk

Essay Writing Contest for Bhatia Youth
Write an essay, Minimum 2000 words & maximum 4000 words on a subject given below. Any
Bhatia youth (Boy or Girl) up to the age of 25 years, working or studying from anywhere
across the globe can participate. Per person only 1 essay will be accepted. Language can be
either English or Gujarati. The selected entries will be published in the subsequent issues of
E-Newsletters and the winners will get:
?
First Prize: Rs.501/?
Second Prize: Rs.251/?
50 Consolation prizes of T-Shirts from GBF.

SUBJECT: WHAT SHOULD BE THE FUTURE OF BHATIA COMMUNITY?

Lava cools down into a rock. This
rock has loads of minerals, raw and
crude. Unless transformed, cannot be
used. Just like our community. We
have turned into the rock, cool and
immovable.
Like most of us, I too grew up hearing
stories about the glory of our
community. The existence, fame, life
as a King, properties that end at the
horizon from where they stand, the
unique fur niture, the diamond
jewellery, the Haveli, the Path Pustak,
the Seva Bhav, the family business that
was never so hectic, long term
planning, Huge number of family
members sharing smiles and tears day
in and day out. Ignoring the
togetherness our ancestors shared, we
have reached here, isolated and
struggling harder. Global Bhatia
Foundation, in its unique way, is
building the roots of the new future for
the community. And unpredictably,
this is not in the hands of trustees,
secretaries, executives, volunteers. It
is in the hands of all Bhatias'.
"Tipe Tipe Saraovar Bharay" (Every
drop fills the ocean), each of us make
the community.
'It's not about the Destination, but the
companion through the journey
towards the Destination.'
I invite you and all Bhatia youth to take
part in two contests and contribute for
the Newsletter.
Regards,
Purvi Kapadia

The essay may have contents that answer following questions:
1. Our ancestors have done their bit, played their role according to the need of their time.
Present generation is enjoying the fruits of their efforts. What shall we leave for our future
generations? How shall we be remembered as?
2. How shall we position our community as a whole in the competitive world? For achieving
that position, what needs to be done?
3. Global Bhatia Foundation has enlisted about 28 projects (see www.globalbhatia.org). Are
they enough or we need to add many more?
4. Board of Trustees of GBF has expressed their desire that we would like to eradicate
"Charity" and "Poverty" from our community. How? In how many years?
5. Any social reform that needs to be introduced in our community?

Naming Contest For Enewsletter
Give a catchy, easy to remember, liked by everyone NAME for our Electronic Newsletter,
meant for Bhatia Youth (Age upto 25 years as of August 1, 2011)
WHO IS ELIGIBLE : Any Bhatia youth (Boys or Girls) upto the age of 25 years, working or
studying can contest this competition. They may be staying anywhere in the globe.
HOW MANY ENTRIES PER PERSON : Maximum Three (3)
AWARD : The selected name will be given to the E-Newsletter and the winner will get
Rs.501/= by cheque from Global Bhatia Foundation
JUDGES: Judges will be eminent personalities appointed by the Board and their decision will
be final.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULT: Second issue of the E-Newsletter will carry the
announcement of the result of the Naming Contest (Name & Photograph of the winner).

FOR BOTH THE CONTESTS
LAST DATE FOR SUBMISSION : By October 30, 2011 (Evening 6.00 O'clock).
ENTRY FEE : No entry fee
HOW TO SEND : I n MS Word format by Email on –response.gbf@gmail.com OR
by post to – The Editor, Bhatia Youth E-Newsletter, Global Bhatia Foundation. 1/6 Sir P. M.
Road, Dossa Mansion, Next to Apna Bazar, Fort, Mumbai-400001
CONTESTANT'S INFORMATION: Full Name, Postal Address, Email-ID, Cell No, Landline
Number, Birth Date, Name of College/School, Name & Address of Office, if working
ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULTS : Entries will be filtered via eminent personalities
appointed by the board and their decision will be final. Winners will be informed via email
for the date and venue of prize distribution. Watch this space for more!!!
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Empower Yourself
If we have to live the life we want, we need to empower ourselves by,
first, having a vision of what should be. For that to happen, you need to
do a lot of things. Help yourself to grow. Read a lot. Interact with
people. Empathise with them. Identify problem areas. Use your free
time to think about issues as it is only by pondering that we can find
answers to vexed questions. First, consciously realise that you have
potential. Then, work towards developing it, refining it and focusing it
to reap the rewards. When we start walking on a growing curve, we
automatically get energetically charged. As you explore yourself and
the little world around you, there will be a new sense of exhilaration.
Bravely enter the lexicon of change strategies. Do not fear change as it
helps you to get a feel of something different and untested. Most of
the time, you will see that change helps to leap on to another plane. It is
worth the risk.
Look at life like a lab. You have to experiment. Only then can one have
the courage to dream of different possibilities that life offers. You have
to trust your ability to find what is right for you. This takes both effort

By - Dr. Mukul Asher

and time. Few do it as they are scared of what it might entail or turn out to
be.
To neutralise negativity, one just has to think about the reality of how
millions around us live. They battle poverty, hunger, injustice,
intolerance and hardship. That should be enough to thank our stars,
empower

Dr. Mukul Asher is a Professor at Lee Kuan Yew School
of Public Policy,
National University of Singapore. Singapore.
His presentation "An Interactive Discussion On The
Purpose of Education and Livelihood Opportunities." is
available on GBF website : www.globalbhatia.org

Seven Simple Steps to Small Business Success...
Many people in business achieve their greatest successes in unexpected areas. They begin a business and then they find that it isn't as profitable as they
had anticipated, so they change direction, using their experience and their momentum, and strike pay dirt in something else. The most important thing
is to begin. To take action. To move forward one step at a time, learning and growing as you go. There is enough information available in virtually every
field for you to become knowledgeable enough to achieve success. But action is necessary.

The Two Parts of Success
Success author Orison Swett Marden once wrote, the first part of success is get-to-it-ivness. The second part is stick-to-it-iveness. Every business
beginning requires an act of faith and courage, a bold leap into the unknown. Only one in ten people who want to start their own businesses ever develop
enough courage to begin and enough persistence to continue.
Get-to-it-iveness. And stick-to-it-iveness. The fear of failure, more than anything else, holds people back. It paralyzes action. And it makes failure
inevitable.

Begin With a Dream
Fortunately, even if you know nothing about business, you can begin with a dream, a castle in the air,and then build a foundation under it.

The Seven Simple Steps:
The starting point of many great fortunes has been these seven simple steps.
1. Set a goal and back it with a burning desire.
2. Begin accumulating capital with a regular savings program. Nothing else is possible without this. You cannot move forward until you start a savings
program.
3. Use your current job as a springboard to later success. Learn while you earn. Take the long view.
4. Experiment in business on a limited scale so you can learn the key abilities necessary for success.
5. Search for problems, needs unmet, products or services you can supply of good quality at reasonable prices.
6. Read everything you can find on your chosen field. Remain flexible. Be willing to change your mind if you get different information.
7. Implement your plans with courage and persistence. Have complete faith in your ability to succeed and never give up.

Action Exercises
Now, here are two actions you can take immediately to start moving toward entrepreneurial success: 1 Set a goal, make a plan and then launch your plan.
Get started. Do something. Begin on a small scale with limited risk and investment but get going!
Article Suggested by Mr. Manish Dutia
Information Courtesy: www.briantracy.com

Superb Sentences
"Never Play With The Feelings Of Others
Because You May Win The Game But The Risk
Is That You Will Surely Lose The Person For A
Life Time".
"The world suffers a lot. Not because of
the violence of bad people, But because of
the silence of good people!"
"I am thankful to all those who said NO
to me, Its because of them I did it myself.."

"If friendship is your weakest point then
you are the strongest person in the world"
"Laughing Faces Do Not Mean That There Is
Absence of Sorrow! But It Means That They
Have The Ability To Deal With It".
"When You Are In The Light, Everything
Follows You, But When You Enter Into The
Dark, Even Your Own Shadow Doesn't Follow
You."
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"Coin Always Makes Sound But The Currency
Notes Are Always Silent. So When Your Value
Increases Keep Yourself Calm and Silent"
"Opportunities Are Like Sunrises, If You Wait
Too Long You Can Miss Them".

"It Is Very Easy To Defeat Someone, But It
Is Very Hard To Win Some"

Young Achiever

Readers' Invited
Indian Democracy was defined by the constitution that describes
its functionality who, why and for whom: "of the people, by the
people & for the people."
Similar to the constituent of the world's most beloved country, GBF
has also setup its frame work inspired from the great thinkers of
yesteryears.
This newsletter consists of the Bhatias, For the Bhatias, and by the
Bhatias. In this role of "By the Bhatias", we invite the youth of
Bhatias' to come forward and participate in every activity of GBF.
We have a few topics to be published in our forth coming Issues of
"The First Issue". If you wish to spread your thoughts to our
readers' via this Newsletter, then please write to us on any of the
following Topics:
1.
Global Events affecting Youth
2 . Bhatia Industrialists & Businessman- Success stories
3. Bhatia Sanskar
4 . Skills in Demand
5. Job opportunities
6. Those who made a difference (Yester year's Bhatias)- Life
Sketch
7. Achievers (Today's Toppers in Academics)
8. Lighter side of Bhatia Community
9. A series of PUSHTI MARG WRITE-UP (Source-University of
Mumbai)
10. Overseas Bhatia News
1 1 . Young Achievers
1 2 . News from Indian Bhatia Centres
13. Bhatia Monuments
14 . Bhatias in Sports
15. Bhatia in Science & Technology
16. Serial writings on History of Bhatia Community
17. Discussion Topics like - what youth expects from seniors
18. Travel Info (Tourist spots, travel groups)
19. Culture, Heritage & Entertainment column
20. Business opportunities
21 . World News Capsule
22. Bhatia cuisine
23. Education & Career
24. Please visit our website: www.globalbhatia.org to give us
feedback and suggestions.
We take this opportunity to invite the blooming talent among our
readers' to come forth and contribute to this initiative (A Youth
Newsletter for Bhatias' Globally). Do write to us about "The First
Issue". We would love to read from you. "Not everyone can become a
great artist, but a great artist can come from anywhere." -Courtesy
Ratatouille (The Movie)
In addition to the above, we have a prize for that special reader who
suggests a catchy and young name for this newsletter. This is the
first issue of newsletter, released by Youth Wing of GBF. Hence we
named it that way. We need your suggestion to bring this young &
blooming newsletter with an equally young & easy to remember name.
No bar on thinking. All suggestions should reach us by 30th Oct,
2011. The most suitable name will be picked by our Jury (GBF - Trust
& Management team). The winner, for suggesting the new name, will
receive a Prize money of Rs. 501/-. The name will appear in the next
issue of this newsletter.
Please send in your entries with your name, age, mobile number & a
photograph to: response.gbf@gmail.com
- Editor

Maitri Dutia, one of the young achievers' of Bhatia
community and probably among her age group too.
She has learnt Bharat Natyam, rope yoga,
gymnastics, athletics and participated in various
elocution competitions. She loves to dance, read,
and go for outdoor activities. She has also been
awarded as the "Best Camper Girl" in a camp to
Karjat. What makes her the Young Achiever is her
aspiration to become a versatile singer. Given the fact,
she is equally good at her extracurricular activities and also her core
education. At the stage of entering her teens, she has already reached her
dream halfway. What more can we say about this amazing little Star.
In her words, here are some tips to prepare for pursuing dreams: "I love
singing, rather I would say, singing is my passion. I learn singing from Shree.
Nitinbhai Sampat. I have already given 1st year exam in Classical Music and
have passed with flying colours (80%). I have participated in many
competitions, and won many prizes. And sometimes when I don't win, it
doesn't really matter to me or my Guru. He always says, 'Participating is more
important than winning'. The best moment of my life was when I was
awarded the 1st prize with a big trophy at Prempuri Ashram (Chowpatty) by
Late. Shri. Purshottam Jalota." "These were some of my achievements, and I
wish to achieve more with the blessings of God, my Guru and Parents. I
sincerely thank them for their continuous support throughout. My greatest
aspiration is to become a singer and I am sincerely working towards my
goal."
Correspondant,
Niyati Soni

Star Achiever
Rutuja Udeshi, a mere 14 yr old from Vashi, studying
in standard 9th in Modern School, has a long list of
achievements if compared to any girl of her age.
Hardships began when she decided to learn
swimming. Not only did she have to shift from
Dombivali, in search of a good coach and the right
kind of facilities, but a new home too. Vashi, where
Rutuja discovered her dream trainer, brought her
new dreams to beat her own score so far. Rutuja started
swimming at the age of 7 and the long journey of strict training, has taken
her to a never ending ladder. Gokul Kamath, deserves all the credit in
evolving of this Champ. The champion in her would not have been evolved,
if the regular training for 4 hrs everyday wouldn't have been her regime. She
would practice at Father Agnel and Navi Mumbai Sports Association. She
has won medals at state level and national level and even participated in the
national's last year, but unfortunately did not receive any award. Only to
secure a gold medal, 2 silver and a bonze title, at the Bangalore Nationals this
year.
She did not pause with this win and desired for more. She took part in much
higher level competitions and took away a silver and bronze medal at the
56th National Sports Festival for Women (Senior Open), organized by the
Sports Authority of India (SAI) at Rajnandgaon, Chhatisgarh.
Rutuja bagged 2 medals, in competition with the swimmers much senior to
her. Rutuja and Priyanka finished at the 4th place in the relay. Rutuja,
overwhelmed with her win says, "I am happy that I could open account for
the state with two medals when others failed to do so. This is a memorable
season for me. And I will work harder to better my timings". Just last month
she added a gold medal to her wins, after finishing the 400m individual
medley at the inter-school nationals at Solapur.
Correspondant ,
Niyati Soni
Source: Mumbai Mirror E-Paper
If you come across such a Bhatia talent who desserves to be
recognised through this space. Please do write about them to us at :
response.gbf@gmail.com
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We are proud of You, Manan !

An Appeal
to Youth
Global Bhatia Foundation
invites Bhatia Youth from
the Globe to serve as
volunteers. GBF youth has
education, sports & cultural
events on its agenda and
success of such projects is
possible with the service of
selfless volunteers.
Contact :
response.gbf@gmail.com
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Education & Career
Research Scholarships
Victoria India Doctoral Scholarship
New prestigious doctoral scholarships are available to scholars from India who enrol for their PhD in
universities in Victoria, Australia, to start in 2012. 10 PhD Scholarships available to start 2012
AUD$90,000 Scholarship. Full tuition fee waived
Find out more about this scholarship opportunity.
www.studymelbourne.vic.gov.au/scholarships

Harvard Lectures

Career Guidance for Higher Studies

1. http://oyc.yale.edu/ and
http://videolectures.net/yale_oyc/#o=hot

Dr. Devaki Monani will be pleased to guide any

2. http://academicearth.org/

student who wishes to take up Higher Education

3. http://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm

in India or Overseas. She is located at Sydney and

4. http://itunes.stanford.edu/content/overview.html

can be contacted at dmonani1@gmail.com

5. http://www.openculture.com/freeonlinecourses

Can you believe this!!! Developed in Israel.
Must see!!! Unbelievable !!!
The new laptop computer Click over the following link and open your speakers.

http://manneli.com/movies/Laptop.html
The World record breaking production of
477 Bananas from a single banana tree
at VASAI (Maharashtra-India)

Bhatia History - I

Bhatti Rajput Maharaja of Jaiselmer
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Bhatti Rajput

Current Topics
Anna Hazare & Lokpal Bill
1.Who is Anna Hazare?
An ex-army man(Unmarried). Fought 1965 Indo-Pak War.
2.What’s so special about him?
He built a village Ralegaon Siddhi in Ahamednagar district,
Maharashtra. This village is a self-sustained model village. Energy is
produced in the village itself from solar power, biofuel and wind mills.
In 1975, it used to be a poverty clad village. Now it is one of the richest
village in India. It has become a model for self-sustained, ecofriendly &
harmonic village. This person, Anna Hazare was awarded Padma
Bhushan and is a known figure for his activities. He is supporting a
cause, the amendment of a law to curb corruption in India.
3. How that can be possible?
He is advocating for a Bill, The Lok Pal Bill (The Citizen Ombudsman
Bill), that will form an autonomous authority who will make politicians
(ministers), bureaucrats (IAS/IPS) accountable for their deeds.
4. It’s an entirely new thing right..?
In 1972, the bill was proposed by then Law minister Mr. Shanti
Bhushan. Since then it has been neglected by the politicians and some
are trying to change the bill to suit their theft (corruption).
5. Oh.. He is going on a hunger strike for that whole thing of
passing a Bill ! How can that be possible in such a short span of
time?
The first thing he is asking for is: the govt should come forward and
announce that the bill is going to be passed. Next, they make a joint
committee to DRAFT the LOK PAL BILL. 50% government
participation and 50% public participation. Bcoz u can’t trust the govt
entirely for making such a bill which does not suit them.
6. What will happen when this bill is passed?
A LokPal will be appointed at the centre. He will have an autonomous
charge, say like the Election Commission of India. In each and every
state, Lokayukta will be appointed. The job is to bring all alleged party to
trial in case of corruptions within 1 year. Within 2 years, the guilty will
be punished.

Chit-Chat
Worth-A-Thought :
Nani Palkhiwala wrote on 16 January1984. "The picture that
emerges is that of a great country in a state of moral decay. The
immediate future seems to belong to the doomsayers rather than to
cheer mongers. We suffer from a fatty degeneration of conscience, and
the malady seems to be not only persistent but prone to aggravation.
The life style of too many politicians and businessmen bears eloquent
testimony to the truth of dictum that the single minded pursuit of
money impoverishes the mind, shrivels the imagination and desiccates
the heart. The tricolor fluttering all over the country is black, red and
scarlet - black money, red tape and scarlet corruption."

To know more the personalities involved in this movement, please visit
link below:
http://in.lifestyle.yahoo.com/good-men-team-anna-104809220.html
Article Courtesy: Rahul Sampat
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